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PART ONE
TYPES OJ Q.UOTAS AND THEIR USES

1Ohapter 1
The Oompany Qaota
Throagh an analysis of the resoarces hy
which the company produces, distributes, and
markets its goods, the company is able to estimate
the amoont of goods it expects to sell. This
estimate is called the company quota. fl)
Oo-operation of Related Departments
In order to obtain the most efficient
results, the co-operation of the departments
of finance, of production, and of statistics and
research is at all times essential.
The financial department keeps the company
informed of its financial standing. The amount
of money available and the company* s credit
determine the amount of raw material or goods
that can be secured for productive purposes. The
financial department also handles the disbursements
to the other departments and to the sales force.
ID "Budf^et Sales Quotas,'' by Joseph H. Barber,
Harvard Business Review, January, 19E5

The product ion department gives information
on the amount of unfinished goods it has on hand,
the amount and time necessary for manufacture,
and the number and output of employees. This
department also considers tVo condition of the
machinery so that it can ascertain the advisability
of curtailing production or of purchasing? new
machinery.
The statistical and research department
estimates the amount of goods to be sold.
Comparison is made with the activities of the
production and sales departments of other
similar companies. New methDds of production are
studied carefully before being adopted or discarded.
The advantages and disadvantages of maintaining
production are also considered. Finally, research
methods are used for the manufacture of by-products
from left-over materials.
(2) The executives of a vestern concern were
able to control their salesmen by the use of the
company quota. The quota was divided into unit control,
production control, county and block control, and
salesmen control.
TZ) "Sales Control Through Business Blocks," by 0. P.
Aaburch, "printers' Ink Veekly, !vlay 13, 1926, Page 188

In determining^ unit control, it was necessary
to regard the anit as a whole, providing the
following data was broup-ht up to date at the end
of each month,
"1. a. Sales hy years,
l5. Graphic chart, picturing the same
information,
c. Record of annual increase as
compared with the company avera^'^ie
for the pa.3t year.
''2. a. Oraphic chart.
"3. a. Detailed data as to quantity and
value of the produot used and to he
used in each city, town, and county,
b. Recapitulation of this information
by blocks and by counties.
"4. a. Similar data regarding business
enterprises in each city -and town,
b. Fixed quotas by counties for the
current year.
"5* a. Record of sales for the unit for each
month and comparison with the
corresponding month for several years
past and divided into product groups,
b. A similar record by months for the
year to date.

4"6. 8.* Record of all sales "b:/ monttis of the
varioas prodact groups and by each style
manafactared and sold,
"b. Need for same information in
cumulative form.
0. Graphic chart showing per cent of
the quota secured by each product.
"7. a. Consignment analysis, showing monthly
the old balance, new balance, receipts,
and deliveries.
"8. a. Condition of the collections monthly.
b. Territories to v;hich the accounts apply.
"9. a. Service station cash collection.
b. Monthly service station earnings and
expenses.
c. Monthly statement of sales earnings and
classified expenses for the unit."

Coanty Oontrol
In determining coanty control and "block
control, the sales manager ases a set of indexed
county maps, From these maps, the record of sales
by years and months is obtained for each coanty.
Salesmen are kept under constant control
by the use of a monthly ors-anization roster* The
quota for the current year is divided into territorie
detailed by blocks and /croups of products. Salesmen
record monthly the sale of the product and their
quota standing. In addition, each salesman records
the standing of his drawing, reserve, and financial
accounts. The sales manager sends each salesman a
copy of the monthly report showing the salesman's
record by blocks for the year to date.

6Chapter II
The Salesman Qaota
The salesman's qaota is based apon fact
rather than on mere guess-work or opinion. In
setting SQch a qaota the follov/inp* factors are
considered: the conditions pecaliar to territory,
general business conditions, past performances, and
estimated sales. Hot only does the salesman's
quota set up for him a definite ?-oal, bat it also
serves as an indisputable measure for his sales
performance. (3)
Salesmen' s Btxpectancy (4)
The quotas set by the salesmen on what they
think they can produce are not always profitable,
because many salesmen call on the dealers with the
least resistance and neglect prospective customers
who are more difficult to get. An example of this
is illustrated by the experiences of a footwear
and tire salesman in the state of Texas. The sales
13) "Functions of the Sales Budget," Chapter '9',' '-age 126,
Cost Accounting for Sales, by J, R. Hilgert.
(4) "Problems In Marketing," by M. T. Copeland, ?af5;e 40,
Ed., 1923

nianafiier, after careful Investi-ration, found that the
salesman secured two hundred and tvi/enty-five orders
from two hundred and seventy-five retailers in one
hundred and thirtj^-five towns. A notification was
sent to the salesman that he had not covered the
territory as intensively as maintained. By revisitin??
his territory, he increased his volume of sales by
more than sixty-five thousand dollars secured from
new customers.
Fitness of the Salesman (5)
Yhen a salesman is hired, the company drav/s up
a contract in which a quota is set for him. The
salesman's drawings and expenses are declared on the
volume of business expected. Then, he is assigned
to a territory which he can cover conveniently,
economically, and efficiently. The salesman proves
his ability by attainin'' or exceeding the quota.
"^'51
"tiaiesmana'-'rement , '' by Joseph liwing, oales l.lana^er
of the Phillips Jones Corporation, March 1924

8Revision of Salesman' s Expectancy (6)
A salesman's estimate of the amount of
goods he can sell during a coming period has to
be reviewed with great care because his plan is
merely an expression of his opinion.
The 7/illiamson Candy Company, makers of
the famous "Oh Henryl" candy bars, permits its
salesmen to make their ovm estimates. The amount
of goods that each sfilesman expects to sell for the
coming six months is recorded and the production
of the factory is based on the total amount of
expected sales. This practice of having the
salesman set his own mark spurs him on to cover
his territory more thorouo-hly, and to influence
the Jobbers to take standing orders for a week's
supply of the product.
Consultation of Salesmen (7)
Many companies find it advantageous to
consult their salesmen in making quotas, sometimes
going so far as to use the quotas set by the
(6) "Sales Administration," by '.7alter S. Sayv/ard,
Chapter XX, Page 299
(7) "Sales Quotas." by Percival V?hite," Chapter VIII,
Page 138, Sales Analysis

9salesmen themselves. For example, the Drake
Bakery Company of Boston issu.es a questionnaire
to its salesmen requesting an account of the
possibilities of the territory, the amount of
business done, and the amount of business expected.
The Addressograph Company divides its sales
force into four classes and sets an arbitrary quota
for each class. Each salesman is asked to Join
the class for v/hich he thinks he is best fitted.
Given this choice, he usually j'oins the class to
which he would like to belong rather than the
clas8 to which he ought to belong.
The F. M. Eoyt Shoe Comr)any has its
salesmen make up their own quotas. At the same
time, the executives themselves make up a sales
quota. The returns of the two estimated quotas
are averaged to secure a fair sales quota.
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Chapter III
The Territory Quo ta fs)
Alert sales campai^^ns require that the
territory be clearly marked off and carefully
analyzed in order to sait the salesman's
expectation. By scientifically districting sales
regions, a territory c-m be covered in an
organized manner; exact comparison can be made
with other similar company territories; competition
can be met effectively; and opportunities and
compensations to the salesmen can be equalized.
Oounties
The smaller the unit used the better the
results obtained. Therefore, it is more advisable
to divide the territory into counties rather than
into larger groups.
Transportation Facilities
The securing of ^ serviceable carrier for
products is of paramount importance. Thus, certain
(8) "Modern Sales Management," Chapter XI, by
J. George Frederick, Page 112

territories shoald be divided according to
transportation facilities.
Conggmers
Because an important part in the division
of territories is played by consumers, their
buying habits, methods of living, and accessibility
must be fully considered. In this, the use of
population statistics are a valuable asset,
Market Analysis (9)
Most of the sales quotas have to be divided
on the basis of geographical or territorial regions,
A market analysis will determine whether population,
income, wealth, telephone, or automobile statistics
should be used. After the factors giving the best
measurement of the market are ascertained, it is
necessary to distribute the total quota among the
various territories according to the average of the
factors selected.
TTl '^aales Quotas," by Percival "/hite. Chapter I.
Page 4

(10) By securing the population of each state
and by prorating accordingly, the ann^ial estimated
sales may be determined. It is then essential to
divide the estimated sales so that each state will
not be oversold or undersold. It may be necessary
to revise the quota for a given state because of
a change in local business conditions.
Automobile Statistics (11)
In basing the expected sales on the number
of registered automobile vehicles in a given
territory, the United States Tire Company sets
its quota at one tire and a half for each
registered a utomobile. Erfch retailer receives
complete statistics for his district together
with the amount of business he is expected to do.
Ee also receives dealer aids consisting of literature
and window displays for tires. He then makes a
report to the tire corapansr on the amount of tires
sold. This information helps the tire company
to revise the quota, thus rendering further
assistance to the dealer in selling tires.
(10) "Salesmen in Ivlarketing Strategy," by leverett
S, Lyon, Page E88
(11) "Supervising^ the Sales Force," by 'Valter S. Hayward,
Chapter XX, Page 500

Salesmen's Territories (12)
The Graves Rubber Footwear Company, manafactarers
of footwear, bases its sales quota on expectations
for the coming six months. Schedules for purchasing,
production, and finance are constructed on the
planned sales. Branches are controlled by branch
manager^;- who are responsible to the general sales
manager. The salesmen report the actual purchases,
possible and unlikely purchases, local economic
conditions, and the competition in their territory.
Each salesman or brench manager is given an
opportunity to incorporate in the sales quota his
ideas and information about the conditions of the
territory.
(13) In an article in Printers* Ink Weekly
by L. -J. GJunpert, "Territory Quotas" are defined
as "that portion of the market which a firm might
reasonably expect to secure, that is, resale in
a territory."
Sales possibilities should be r'udged
accordinp; to the territory. Territories should
be expanded and new outlets and uses should be
(12) "Supervising the Sales Force," by H. B. R.
Page 56. Volume 2
(13) "Beat Your Quota or Get O^^t," by I. J. Gunpert,
page 129, February 13, 1930, Printers' Ink ??eekly

created wherever basiness has not previously
existed. Sales quotas should not be based on the
salesman'' s accounts because salesmen do not know
the buyers' demands. Salesmen should receive
extra remuneration for sales in a new territory
and for renev/ed sales from fomer customers.
Trading Areas (14)
Better sales may be secured, likewise, by
splitting up the country into trading areas.
By this, actual sales possibilities by sections
can be compared. Proper sales and advertising
pressure can be used to strengthen the weak
spots in trading areas. These areas vary in
size in different trades, and, in certain cases,
jobbinT territories are forced to overlap. Areas
vary also when a manufacturer sells throue-h two
or more kinds of distributors.
(14J "Is any Set of Trading Areas Correct?" by
L. I>. H. Weld, Printers' Ink weekly. Page 114,
January 1929
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Chapter IV
The Potential Qaota
Potential quotas are estimates of the sales
for the cominsr year based upon the expected conditions
in the basihess mrld. and the known conditions in
the company. Most companies using the potential
sales quota calculate a figure by forecasting
future business possibilities through the use of
advertising, sales programs, and past performances
•
Factors Pertinent to the Potential Quota fl5)
According to Mr, Fred #. Shibley, vice-president
of the Bankers Trust Company of Kew York City, the
five essential factors in forecastinp; sales are
—
"1. That a manufacturing company shall have
a sales policy defininp: methods of distribution in
each sales zone and subdivision thereof.
"2* That there shall be ample sales coverage
in each zone and subdivision to the extent of its
sales potential.
"3. That standards or quotas shall be set for
each zone or subdivision by which to measure sales
ac compli ? hment s
.
flBT Printers* Ink vTeekly, Nov. 1, 1928, Page 72,
"Forecasting Sales," by Fred V/. Shibley

"4. 'That a list be maintained of all retail
salesmen in each sales zone and sabdivision» and that
reports be obtained by definite periods so that the
sales manager, through direction, can get after poor
salesmen and compliment :=!;ood ones on the basis of
their performance,
"5. That salesmen be trained to guarantee
the proper presentation of the product, and that
they shall learn how to estimate properly the
sales potentialities of the market in which they
operate.'^
Sales Predictions fl6)
In making sales predictions, it is advisable
to compare the iresults of other companies in similar
businesses. It is practically impossible to predict
the exact number of sales that will be obtained in
a coming year. Infomation used should be thoroughly
examined, and a careful study should be made of
available statistics secured from additional outside
sources, i'otential sales quotas should be based
upon the t3rpes of business done, Huctuations should
(16) "Sales Quotas. by Percival vVhite. Chapter III,
Page 24, Forecasting Sales

"be watched from month to month and from season to
season.
A certain life insaranoe company secares its
information from ref'.^rence to past experiences, to
present situations, or to futare possibilities.
Another company secares its information by
investigating the conditions of the industry, the
company itself, and business in general.
Outside Sources fl7)
Ifeny companies specialize in furnishing?
forecasts of business conditions, A few of these
are the Babson, the Brookmire, the Standard
Statistics, and the Harvard Business Service,
H. L. Polk and Company furnishes a report on
business enterprises throughout the country, county
by county. Moreover, publishers of periodicals
furnish elaborate information of market valuations,;
which serve as bases for sales quota computations.
In addition, commercial banks forecast business
conditions, both local and foreign. The United
States Government furnishes a pamphlet, "Domestic
Commerce", containing business conditions together
with the trend and change of various businesses.
TTT] "Statistical Methods," by Percival Jhite,
Chapter III, Page 28

The Census Bureau furnishes statistics on the
distribution of population.
Market Index (18)
In measuring sales potentials, the use of
a general market index is important because it
reflects the economic well-being of individual
communities, regardless of the desire or the
ability to buy specific articles. "The general
market index helps in measuring the potential
market for an individual cosiimodity. The market
index is often one factor which must be
combined with others by using the multiple
correlation method to determine the potential
market. It is also helpful in analyzing the
quality of circulation of individual magazines,''
Correct Potential Quotas (19)
In order to be correct, sales quotas should
be set according to the market potentials of the
salesmen's territories. They should not be set
too high merely to force salesmen to strive harder
(18) " Measuring Sales Potentials,^ by X. D. H. Weld
(19) "How Elastic Should the Sales Quota Be?" by
L. II. Weld, Printers' Ink .Teeklv, i?age 41,
February 6, 1930

regardless of possi^bilities , but should be set so
that the salesinen can achieve their objectives.
Adjustments should be constantly made according to
changing business conditions. It is even advisable
to express the quota in volume units because the
volume furnishes the best measure of sales success
for many commodities.
Measurement of Potential Quotas (SO)
The accurate measurement of market potentials
is valuable in a number of ways. A necessary
foundation is furnished and -oals are set up for
a business as a whole. Potential sales are essential
in budgetary control » in expected standards of
performance, and in salesmen's compensation. iVeak
spots of distribution are located and eliminated.
Thus, an accurate picture of the market is secured,
and the proper amount of advertising and sales effort
is determined.
( 20) "Measuring oales Potentials , by L. D. H. vVeld,
Printers' Ink '.7eekly, Page 25, July 31, 1930

PART T '7 0
DETEHIvIIKIFS THE SALES QUOTA

Chapter V
Use of oaleg Statistics
J Reasons for De teruiining Qaotas
Sales qaotas are determined in order to give
the niana?:ement a basis for judging the efficacy of
its sales operations, and also to compare actaal
progress with what ought to be accomplished. Before
adopting a quota, a company must consider the size of
the comp&ny, the duration of its establishment, the
competition it must meet, its ability to hold salesmen,
and the nature and methods of distribution of its
products*
Past Statistics (21)
Desirable information on the past can be secured
from sales statistics of the preceding years for
commodities, departments, a^-encies, branches, territories,
and salesmen, .Vhether past sales will determine the
sales quota or '^:0t is dependent upon the success
achieved by the use of past statistics. The nature of
the product and the demand for the product are factors
in choosing past statistics.
(Zl) "Salesmen in Iferketing strategy," oy 5. L, Lyon,
•Chapter X, Page 287, Past Statistics

A company may have been saccessfiil throuRih the
ase of previoas statistics "because there a
constant demand for its product and competition
did not interfere with its business . Unless the
company is supplying a commodity that is in demand
at all times, it is advisable to use past statistics
for determining sales quotas.
?resent Statistics
In usinf? present statistics, it is necessary
to have information concerninp; the company and the
industrjr regarding production, shipments and sales,
orders, plant capacity, operating costs, number of
employees, stock on hand, wholesale price indices,
interest rates, business failures, and corporate
earnings. The use of present statistics is of
great importance because, obviously, the information
is up to date. The general market conditions and the
demands of the consumer are known. Although the
use of these statistics entails extensive study
and research v/ork, many companies find it profitable
in determining their sales quotas.

22
Fature Statistics (22)
Information helpful in determining fiitare
sales possibilities can "be secured from statistics
pertaining to population, consumers, occupations,
climate, enterprises, circulation of ma.^azines,
and local business conditions. If a study of
these factors is combined with present conditions,
a sales estimate may be determined. The use of
statistics pertaining only to future possibilities
In determining quotas is not practical because
price and demand changes cannot be accurately
forecasted in advance. To attain its maximum returns ,
a company should determine its quota by the use of
all three types of statistics: future, present, and
past.
Allotment Plan (23)
When forecasting the sales volume and selling
costs, the allotment for each salesman should be
figured for the coming year. Statistics on families,
autos, income paj/ments, and the value of all products
for the entire country can be used. But these
statistics furnish figures which are too general.
Therefore it is advisable to use figures pertaining
specifically to counties,
l22)"Cost Aootg. for Sales". (23) p.I. ,v, April .1926

In determining the sales quota for each county,
comparisons with other counties are used. The results
obtained are modified bv previous sales figures, sales
power, and by general business conditions in the county.
Quotas set by companies in the same business are also
used as comparisons. After a careful revision is made,
the fissures of the allotment plan are sent to the
district sales managers for distribution to the
individual salesmen.
Use of the Three Factors (24)
The Postum Oompany plans a sales budget by which
it secures the co-ordination of production with a
definite knowledge of sales costs. Sales are estimated
a year in advance from the starting point of the Postum
budget. These sales are determined after the three
basic factors, past sales, present sales, and possible
sales are considered. By a unison of these three factors
most accnrate sales fiPtures are secured. The company
is able not only to arrive at an accurate estimate of
sales but also to keep its production and manufacturing
resources workin^^ at full capacity.
T 2*41 ""Postuffl Tells How It Uncovered Hidden Profits,'' by
C. M. Chester, .'rinters' Ink /eekly, September 1925,
Pa?e 29

Chapter VI
Quotas Determined by Oaes3 - /ork
The ^aess-work qaota is based apon the amoant
of goods the execatives think shoald be sold. There
is no reliance noon any statistics and the estimated
sales in many cases are far above what can be
accomplished by the sales force. 3ach a method of
determinin? quotas on mere sruess-work has no scientific
background. Many companies using research and laboratory
methods in developin- production and progress fail to
use the same methods in determining their sales quota.
They may control labor to save in production, but they
gairble their savings in untried sales stunts.
Reasons for Choosing 'uesr-work Quotas (25)
As a result of an impartial investigation by
Mr. G^erald S. Stedman of one hundred and four
manufacturing organizations, six marketing- errors v/ere
found to be responsible for the use of the n*uess-work
quota.
(E5) "Six !,iarketin:^ Errors," by ^^erald 3. Stedman,
::'rinters' Ink Morthly, Pat?e 35, April 1929

"1. Forced Sales Volame
The most f]-'?rant, of coarse, is the forced-
sales volume. In the present record-smashinp: orn-y,
if each new year's qaota of from ten to forty oer cent
increase is not reached, executives are displeased.
ITo matter what the cost may be the quota has to he
met. Of thirty-four sales mana'-^ers interviewed,
tv/enty-nine reported their quotas had been
automatically increased for the last five years, and
that it ?/as becomin?? impossible at no matter what cost,
to attain them. Six sales manapiers admitted confi-
dentially that they v/ould have to quit if quotas v/ere
raised another year."
"Any individual orsranization must ascertain its
point of productive efficiency and arranp:e to keep
its plant at that point by developinp; a natural sales
volume. The highest sales volujne per product that
can be attained without an increased sellin^r cost must
be discovered."
"2» Unprofitable Merchandise
More than fifty per cent of the companies studied
did not know what part each product contributed to
net profit. Some carried unprofitable merchandise
because their competitors carried it. The companies
spent too much money over an extended territory xvhile

great business at much cheaper cost lay at their door."
"3. Stady of Competitors' Methods
Fe\v companies knew about their competitors' sales
costs, methods, territorial strennrth, sales, quotas,
budgets or productive superiorities."
"4. failure to Use Advertisina:
Many companies planted sales seed before the
ground was properly cultivated by advertising. The
companies v/ere usins; sales oersonnel to overcome
resistances at a C0v'?t of ^ty times what would be
required to remove the obstacles with proper advertising.
Most companies were advertisin?: without providing a v/ay
for salesmen and dealers to follow throup-h on it. There
was no co-ordination of production, finance, sales, and
advertisinp-."
"5. Failure to Use a Standard Plan
Few companies had a five year plan of projection.
Itany companies used hunches and traditions."
"5. Failure to Forecast
Many oraianizations did not knov/ that there was any
way to measure markets in advance.

Chapter VII
Qo-operation of the Salesmen
The companies that determine their sales
quotas by permitting their salesmen to estimate
the amount of exoected sales generally find that
trouble arises. Salesmen, as a rule, are not good
judpres of the future needs and desires of consumers.
They fail to heed the demands of the market, general
business conditions, competition, and the introduction
of new goods.
Cnassifying the Salesmen
Many orp'anizations investigate and v/atch the
work of their individnal salesmen. In this wa.y, they
can tell to -."' ich class the salesmen belon?. Yhen,
as in some cases, the salesmen are permitted to set
their own quotas, the company can easily decide
whether the quota has been set too hi?rh or not. If
the quota is too high, it is revised by the sales
managsr or some other executive. The practice of
permitting the quota to stand as ^^et h^r the salesmen
is a poor one since, when the quotu is oet too hi g h,
the salesmen become easily discoura^-^ed.

Quotas determined by salesmen shoald be revised
by the executives through the conference method,
by which salesmen are called upon individually
and an arbitrary quota is derived for each.
Use of Iacts (26)
Many companies are losing sales because
their salesmen do not estimate the right quota.
By dividing the quota into component parts, con-
sidering each point, and scoring its value ac-
cording to facts and not to claims of salesmen
or competitors, maximum results are obtained.
Comprehensive information about their pro-
duct, arranged in a graphic manner and bound in
a booklet form, can be distributed to their dealers.
The competitors' products can be scored and rated
to set forth, by comparison, the advanta'^es of t;:e
company* s product. The use of a modified zoning
plan provides control over sales activities and in-
sures a thorough follow-up of live prospects.
(25) "The Plan that Helped Distributors Break /Vorld ^
Sales Record," by A, E. Maclnnis, Printers' Ink Monthly,
July 1927, Page 33

" Why the Qaota Breaks Down " (27)
In an article in Printers* Ink Weekly, the
human and scientific sides are considered in
determining quotas for salesmen. The article points
out that the practice of havinp; the quotf' set for the
salesman according to his anility is unfair "because
men are penalized for doing a good job. Salesmen
who develop their territory the most are, p-iven the
highest quota; those who develop their territory
the least are ^iven the lowest. The article further
points out that because many salesmen have only a
vague idea of what to do, the statistical department
should '7.0 over the routings of the salesmen in order
to insure that certain towns are not neglected. A
fair increase in sales can be obtained by -athering
facts relative to population, income tax payers,
ma.^azine circulation, number of dealers, and increase
in territories.
(27) ".Vhy the Quo^a Breaks Down," by L. L. Mcil'^^enney,
Page 17, Jane 16, 1927, ?. I. Weekly

Chapte r VIII
Use of "territory Statistics (28)
In many cases, the most reliable quotas are
determined oy the use oi territory statistics.
"The question of the market, where it is, of whom
it is composed, its standard of livinfi:, purchas-
ing power, peculiarities, and similar queries
help to determine the territory quota." A proper
market analysis is required before the quota can
be determined satisfactorily. If the outlay is
too costly for a market s^nalysis, information can
be secured from market statistics prepared by out-
side sources.
Eandl in? the Customer (29)
A salesman's quota for his territory is based
on previous sp.les, possible increases, various in-
dices^ and buying power. If the quota is accurately
determined, the results in the territory can De easi
ly measured. The salesman secures added returns by
improved methods of handling customers and by help-
ing them resell their merchandise.
(88) "Sales quotas," by P.lVhite, Chapter I, Page 7
(29) "Hating the City Instead of the Salesman" by
S. M. Babson, P. I. Monthly, July, 1927, Pa^e 47

Ratine the Git
3y ratine the various cities of importance
the trend of distr ibation in various localities
can be measured much more accurately. By ratin^^
the city instead of the salesman, its weak vi-
cinities can be located, from which returns may
be increased by more intensive sellinp; efforts
and a better distribution of advertising? and
"dealer-helps". If the center is too v/eak and
cannot be improved, advertising arid distribu-
tion should be transferred, of course, to more
profitable centers.
Individual Sales Territory (30)
Salesmen are interested in earnins: as much
money as possible and wish to establish a record
that will assure them ^:reater opportunities.
Hence, each salesman should have a specified ter-
ritory. The amount of business he can produce
should be determined by the territory assip^ned.
Judging him by his volume of sales alone and not
also by his territory is unfair. Territories
must alv/ays be closely watched for chajiges so that
130} "Salesmen in Marketin?? Strategy" Chapter X
Page E95, by Lever ett S. Lyon

quotas can be adjusted accordinc^ly. A fair sales
valuation of each territory enables the salesman
to secure the amount of business he is entitled
to. Under these conditions, he kno?/s exactly what
is expected of him and is prepared to meet his re-
quirements.
Prospects and Users fSl)
The I'ranklin Automobile Company determines
its quota by the use of territory statistics. The
number of prospects for automobiles in the fine-
car class is obtained in this way. "The fine-car
market possibility for any county or state divided
b:/ the national fine-car marliet potential arives the
percentap:e that the territory bears to the entire
country. This figure is called the fine-car market
ratio." This kind of quota alone is not practical
because of the variations encountered in the differ-
ent districts. Therefore, the Franklin Automobile
Gompany has determined a Franklin Ref?;i strati on ratio
by findin?^ the percentar-e that the re,5:istered Frank-
lins in any territory bears to the total re>=ristered
f 31) "now Franklin Automobile Sales Quotas are Set,"
by S. E. Ackerman, F. I. V'eekly, Pa,^e 10, June £4, '26
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Franklins in the United States, By the ase of both
the fine-car market ratio and the Franklin Res^is tration
ratio an ideal quota is obtained.
Approximate Vol time of Sales f3B)
The Sandusky Fire Equipment Company selects
a method for the division of the sales quota on
the oasis of weighted figures for population, pas-
sen -'er cars, wealth, value of manufactured products,
value of oil produced, and the kilowatt hours of
electricity generated. The company determines the
approximate volume of sales it should ain to secure.
The total calculated hy means of a p-eneral estimate
is divided into figures for the respective territories.
With these figures, the company seeks to determine the
part of the total to be ass^igned to each territory.
As the company does an extensive business v/ith both
tire chains and fire protection, it is best for the
company to use a separate set of figures for each
product. The use of many market indices helps the
company determine its sales quota.
( 32) "Sandusky Fire Equipment Company," Harvard
business Reports, Volume 9, 195

Determinin,^ Quotas for Branc he
s
(33)
The Dictograph Prodacts Company sets a branch
mana,^ers* qaots for each of its bro.nch offices.
The manaxers of the branches are paid a salary plus
a commission on sales in excess of their quotas.
These sales quotas are determined by the use of a
standard expense ratio, which is also useful for
control purposes.
Data Concerning Sales Districts (34)
The followinp: data can be kept for standard
comparison concerning sales districts:
"(a). Total and per capita conscutiption by
individual products, by grades of towns, or by
counties.
"(b). Total and net population divided by
classes, wealth, income, occupation, and rating.
"(c). Consumers divided by classes, volume,
character, products bought, activity, and credit.
"(d). Prospects divided by classes for
former customers, interested, possibles, almost
hopeless, and impossible.
( 33) "Dicto.?raph Products Company," Harvard
Business Reports, Volume "7, Page 550
(34) "Modern Sales Ifena^rement , " by J. G. Frederick,
Chapter XI, Splitting up Sales Territory, Bap:e 119

"fe). Sales records for each division.
"ff). Sales records of each individual
salesman, traveling percentage, sales, average
efxicierxjy of call, and length of jumps.
'(g). Number of dealers and prospects per
one thousand population, per square mile, and per
mile of railway required to travel.
"(h). Maximum sales per annum of individual
dealers or customers; minimum and averanre sales.
Also average size of order, frequency of order,
and variet7/ of stock carried, complaints, cessa-
tion, failures, credits, ratings, cancellations,
and returns.
"fi). Percentage of distribution of dealers
in each line of trade handling the goods.
"fj). Competition figures for as many of
above items as possible.
"(k). Quota figures and percenta-^e based on
above fa'!tors.
"(1). Data concerning Jobber or distributing
situations for comparison."
Territory Districts
.
Boundaries , and Ilatural Centers (35)
"Atlanta consists of South Carolina, Georgia
(35) "Modern Sales Management," by G. J. Frederick,
Chapter XI, Page 118, Splitting up the Territory

(except the coanties of '//hitfield, Catoosa, ./alker,
and Dade), Florida, Alabama, Mississippi, and
Loaisiana.
"Boston consists of Maine, Nev/ Hampshire,
Vermont, Massachusetts, Rhode Island, and Connecti-
cut.
" Chicago consists of Indiana (except the
counties of Adams, .Veils, G-rant, Howard, Clinton,
Montgomery, Parke, Vigo, and the territory south
thereof), Illinois, Michigan, V/isconsin, Minnesota,
Iowa, Missouri, Arkansas, Kansa§, Nebraska (east of
the 102d Meridian), South Dakota (east of Missouri
Pdver), North Dakota, and Montana.
" Cincinnati consists of Ohio (except Mahoning,
Columbiana, Jefferson, Belmont, and Munroe), Ken-
tucky, Tennessee, North Carolina (counties of
Cherokee, Clay, Grraham, Ifecon, Swain, Jackson,
Transylvania, and Haywood), Indiana (counties of
Adams, .7ells, Grrant, Howard, Clinton, Montgomery,
Parke, Vigo, and the territory south thereof)*,
Virginia (counties of Lee, Scott, and .7ise)
,
Georgia (counties of Whitfield, Catoosa, sTalker,
and Dade)
•
"Denver consists of Colorado, Nev/ Mexico
(except the counties of Socorro, Lincoln* Chaves,
Roosevelt., Curry, and all territory south thereof).

Utah, '.Vyomin^, Soath Dakota (v;est of Missoari River),
Idaho f counties of Adams, Boise, Caster, Lemhi,
i'reemcnt, and all territory soath thereof), NebrasJsia
(west of the 102d Meridian), JTevada fcoanties of Elko,
Eureka, White Pine, Lincoln, and Clark)
•
"New York consists of New York, New Jersey
(counties of Mercer, Monmouth, and the territory
^
north thereof) , Connecticut (counties of Hartford,
Litchfield, New Haven, and Middlesex), and Pennsyl-
vania (Erie county only)*
" Philadelphia consists of New Jersey (except
the counties of Mercer, Monmouth, and the territory
north thereof), Pennsylvania (except Erie County),
Ohio (counties of Mahonina;, Columbiana, Jefferson,
Belmont, and Munroe) , l?est Virginia, Iferyland,
Delaware, District of Columbia, Virginia (except the
counties of Lee, Scott, and Wise), and North Carolina
(except the counties of Cherokee, Clay, Graham, Macon,
Swain, Jackson, Transylvania, and Haj^/ood),
"Pacific Coast consists of California, Arizona
(except counties of Santa Cruz, Coshise, Graham and
Gila), Nevada (except counties of Elko, Eureka, White
Pine, Lincoln, and Clark), Idaho (except the counties
of Adams, Boise, Custer, Lemhi, Fremont, and all
territory south thereof)
,
Oregon, iVashinr-ton, Alaska,
and the Hawaiian Islands.
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" Texas consists of Oklahoma, Arizona (counties
of Santa Craz, Cochise, Graham, and lila) , New
Mexico (coanties of Socorro, Lincoln, Chaves,
Roosevelt, Carey, and all territory soath thereof)."

Chapter IX
Qaotas Determined Scientifically
Quotas determined scientifically call for
the ase of sales promotion methods, methods of
paying the sales force, relations with the
dealers, and factors pertaininr: to dealer good-
will.
In making up a qaota scientifically, a
thorough analysis of the factors bearing apon the
qaota mast oe made. This analysis mast "be a really
practical one rather than a theoretical one in or-
der to be of any ase at all. The marketing process
shoald be lanctionalized and the scientific qaota
shoald be osed as a basis for the salesmen's com-
pensation and a guide for the wants of the consumer.
Sales Promotional Methods (36)
In the making of scientific qaotas, sales promo-
tion methods are very important. The activities of a
sales promotion department consist of research, service
( 36) "Sales Administration," by .Valter S. Hayvyard,
Chapter I, Page 13

to sales force, service to retailers and consumers,
development of nev/ markets, and promoting sales throagh
established channels. Follow-up literature, samplins:
programs, and demonstrations are all used to increase
sales. Best results are obtained throup;h co-operation
rather t^an through absolute authority. The ability
to transfer its ideas to the sales distribution
department measures the efficiency of the sales pro-
motion deoartment.
Sales lorce Remuneration (57)
Salesmen's operating costs have been increasing
so rapidly that many companies have determ.ined sales
quotas to remunerate salesmen on a profit basis
rather than on sales volume. A practical srstem of
salesmen's compensation should be formed so that the
type of men the company desires will be attracted.
The system should be as simple as possible, fair and
impartial, and should keep the salesmen satisfied with
the job. Because of a lack of supervision over the
salesmen, and because of their diversified functions,
many methods of compensation are in vogue. An
(37) "Cost Accounting? for Sales,'' bv J. R. TTil^ert,
Page 17Z-, Chapter XII

authority on the sabject, Mr« R. E, Heilmen, says:
^ (38) "There is no one best method. Practically
every method in use has its elements of stren'^th, and
each is advisable under appropriate circumstances.
Xi/zewise, every method in use has its limitations- and
is undesirable under certain other conditions. Too
frequently, executives deeply impressed with the
success achieved by the plan in use by some oth?r
firm have copied it and endeavored to introduce it
in their own business. In many cases this has been
a mistake. Simply because a plan has v/orked 7/ell
and seemed to secure desirable results in one line
of business or with one firm, is no indication that
it will prove equally successful in other lines of
business operating under dissimilar circumstances."
There are four different methods of salesmen
remuneration: the salary, commission, profit
sharing, and the point system. (39)
1. Salary Method
Salesmen are paid a straight salary
regardless of the territory they cover or the amount
of goods they sell. The system is easy to operate
because of direct control over the salesmen. On
account of the steady income, many salesmen do not
(39) "Cost Accounting for Sales," by J. R. Hilc;ert,
Chapter XII, Page 127
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cover as mach territory as they should.
2. Commission Ilethod
The salesmen are paid according to the amoant
of goods they sello In other plans, in addition
to the commission and drawing account, straight
salaries are paid. The commission paid may be
increased when the sales are more than expected.
5. Profit Sharing Plan
Most companies^ in addition to a straight salary,
grant to their men the privilege of profit sharing.
This profit sharing may be based on the net profits
of the entire firm or on the net profits secured
from the salesman's orders alone. When the profits
of a firm are exceedingly large, a straight salary
is not paid. The use of a profit sharing plan gives
an organization the desired control over its men.
4. Point System (40)
The point system is used when other systems
have been found to be deficient. The point system
provides for additional compensation for increasing
new accounts, co-operating with the customers,
adjusting claims, and developing good-will.
(40T "Cost Accounting for Sales," by J. R. Hilger,
Chapter XII, Page 18§

The salesman's performance is rated by "points".
E# g,, if a salesman performs his i^Tork, he is credited
with a number of points. If he does not accomplish
his task, points are deducted. At the end of the
month, the salesman is paid according to the number of
points he possesses,
A Chicaj^o manufacturer of ^rain and foodstuffs
uses a siiple point system. The salesmen receive
strai2;ht salary and expenses. They call on dealers and
receive orders which are distributed through jobbers*
Por the amount of goods sold and the number of
advertising cards placed in the dealer's stor^, they
receive points. If a sale is not made, but a card is
placed in the dealer's window, then the salesman receives
either one or three points according to the size of
the card. lor each point over his quota, three cents
is paid at the end of the month.
Dealer Relation
The dealer should be notified of the demands of
the market, the ?^oods that are the best sellers, and
the proper time of purchase. In addition to information
on the trade, the dealer should be furnished with facts
relative to the sale and proper care of merchandise.
The company's salesmen should be trained to render help
to dealers whenever necessary.

PART THREE
FITTIHa THE QUOTA TO THE BUSII^ES

Chapter X
Oompany and Prodact Analysis
Before a naota is fitted to a basiness, a
careful study should be made of the products and the
methods of their distribution, together with an
analysis of the character, organization, s^rowth,
and financial standing of the company. Because
many companies fail to do this, they lose considerable
money in marketing and selling their products, (41)
Oompany Analysis
The rate of growth and the past success of a
company mast be considered thoroughly in company
analysis. The plans and policies must meet the
requirements of the business. When they do not, the
executives should devise new plans and adopt new
policies to fit the type of business. The executives*
ability to choose the right policies help greatly in
fitting the proper quota to the ousiness. The
executives should iaiow general business conditions in
order to forecast plans for future expansion.
(41) "Sales Quotas," by Percival vVhite, Chapter VII,
Page 1^6

(42) The '//alworth I.Canafac taring Company bases
its pro?^ram On the follov/ing Tacts:
"1. At some time in the past, there mast have
evolved problems jvist like those met today.
"2, Combinations of requirements, which demand
a definite decision today, probable bear a family
resemblance to a like set of reqaireraents apon which
some definite past decision was made.
"3. The decision of the past was followed by
some very definite conseqaences."^
The company finds that flactaations in total
annaal volome are accompanied by pro rata flactaations
in subordinate prodact classes and even in individual
items. Charts are used in correlating the company's
internal statistics with var'oas compilations of
general business statistics. These c'iar"ts are of great
assistance in setting annaal sales quotas, production
policies, amount of inventory, and other marketing
problems both by totals and by "oroduct classes.
( 42) "Sales Administration,'' by f/alter 3. Hayward,
Chapter /II, Page 105

Prodact Analysis
In fitting the sales quota to the business,
it is of fandamental importance to consider the
character, appearance, merchandisin^^ appeal, name,
trade-inark, and materials of construction of the
product. A complete an^^lysis of the products lessens
the work of the salesmen.
-^roduct Classification
Products are classified according to price r-n-'e,
element of style or novelty present, and the buying
habits of consumers. The price range determines the
class? of people to whom the goods are accessible.
The element of style or novelty determines the amount
of goods needed and the best market available for
distribution. The buying habits of consumers determine
the kind, amount, and price of the goods desired.

Product Demand (43)
The demand for a product is of importance to
a company becaase sales and production are greatly
dependent apon it* If a prodact is always in demand,
it is easy for the company to loiow what its sales and
prodaction plans shoald be» The amount of competition
mast also be considered. Companies v/hose products
have no yearly or steady demand should devise new
uses for their products.
Ohan?e in Production
In addition, volume production may permit a
company to offer its products to a larger class of
consumers. Care should be taken to see that a company
product does not interfere 7/ith the sales of a similar
product. Too large a variety of products offered for
sale may retard a company from selling it lower prices*
Discarding slow-sellers and concentrating upon goods
with a large demand aie more profitable.
(43) "Sales Quotas." by Percival White, Chapter VII,
Page 123

Oomparison
Studying competitors' methods of distribation,
manufacture, and sales promotion gives a company very
important information. By comparisor;s, the company
can improve its methods of distribution, make its sales
department function more efficiently, and increase the
demand for its products. Suiting the demands of the
consumer is more profitable than trying to force the
consumer to suit the producer's demands.

Chapter XI
Co -operation of the Varioas Departments
In order to make a business profitable it is
necessary to or?;anize the departments on a co-operative
basis. By the use of a business budget, it is possible
to control the activities of the various departments
in order to get maximum returns. The business budget
should provide esUmates of future operations, from
which it is possible to choose the sales quotas that
best fit the business.
Sales Bud.q;et (44)
The sales budget set by the sales executives
should meet the requirements of the desired sales
quota. Before the sales budget is estimated, various
other budgets and past records should be studied.
Promoting the x^roduction Bud3:et
Past expenditures, labor conditions, the amount
of goods expected to be sold, and the purchase of new
machinery determine the production budget.
T44r "Cost Accounting for Sales," by J. R. Hilgert,
Page 35, Chapter III

Purchasing Budget
rrom the prodaction department budget, the
necessary amount of raw material needed in manufacturing
is obtained, and this amount determines the purchasing
budget. Consideration should be given to the amount
of goods on hand, i'lans should be made to keep the
inventory as low as possible and to purchase raw
materials at the best possible time.
Selling Sxpense Budget
The selling expense budget should outline the
expense of carrying on the sales program and the
expenses relatin?* to direct selling ani distribution
of the product.
Financial Budget
Sxpenses relating to general administration,
except those of selling and manufacturing, are detailed
in the financial budget. Included in this, are the
expenses of the accounting and the general offices.

Securin/? Desired Hesalts (45)
The sales, plant, and financial mana^^eraents
should be "blended for co-operation. A carefully
prepared sales quota for a salesman should be that
part of the p-eneral sales quota v/hich the executive
expects the salesman to cover in a properly worked
territory. The general sales quota should be the
figure derived by the manufacturing and finance
departments after it is determined whether the sales
department can meet the quota or not. It is necessary
that the finance, production, and sales der)artraents
all together plan the estimated sales 5n order to
secure the best returns.
Administrative Problems of the Sales Manager (46)
The sales manap;er should be familiar with the
follo?/lng problems:
"1. To keep the article fitted to the market.
(45) "Uev/er 'Jses of the Sales Quota,'' by H. A. K. Dente
Printers' Ink .7eekly, January 23, 1930, Pa>?e 132
(46) "Modern Sales Mana-ement," by J. ^, Frederick,
Chapter Z:<:il, ?a,?e 236

"2, To secure and maintain the information,
control records, and lines of contact necessary to
clear understanding and shaping of policies.
"3, To construct policies and initiate campaigns
which wisely and strategically fit the sit OBt ion from
the point of view of the public, distributors, and
the general conditions o f trade*
^4. To construct and maintain an organization
of men capable of carrying out the policies and
campaigns decided upon, and to stimulate them
constantly to do t heir best.
"5. To work out and operate a sales financial
budget which will safely and s oundly relate expenditure
to returns, and schedule and detail these expenditures
and returns on a business-like quota basis with a view
to increasing the profit of the business.
"6. To co-ordinate efforts into a well- organized
family, with the highest striking power for sales, at
a lov; unit cost.
"7. Oonstantly to re-examine , t est , and review
the administration by means of outside counsel, special
surveys, and technical investigation.

"8. To keep the entire organization as well as
the owners and higher executives "sold" on the
correctness and effectiveness of the administrative
policies and plans; and to avoid any tendency to take
anything for granted or to acquire set points of view.
"9. To make every possible effort to see into
the futare, and to be prepared in advance,"

OhaDter XII
Usj3 of Sales Pontes ts
Sales contests are used by many companies
to stimulate the salesmen to sell more merchandise
•
Contests should be used that will prevent the salesmen
from overloadinjp; the dealer with merchandise, from
overlooking^ repeated sales, and from being overconfident.
The salesmen should be paid by cash or premium rewards.
The interest of the entire sales force should be
maintained at all times. A sales contest can be best
measured by the returns to the company in the form of
additional profits, (47)
One ^-undred -er Pent Clubs (48)
Several companies use one hundred per cent clubs to
sti ulate sales. In the National Cash Resrister Company,
any salesman who obtains one hundred per cent of his
quota during the year is entitled to become a member of
its one hundred per cent point club. Each salesman
has to make one hundred points for the month and twelve
hundred for the year.
(47^) ^'Sales Quotas." by Percival /Vhite, Jage 199,
Chapter XI
(48) "How Salesmen Qualify foe One Hundred Per Cent Clubs,
by H, Church, i'rinters' Ink Monthly, December 1325, ?a- e 1

The Golp-ate, ?alraolive, Peet Company's
sale'jmen mast reach one hundred per cent in the six
q.uotas for six different products before they are
eligible to join the "Poco Club."
Forgery bond salesmen of the National Surety
Company also have a club of this type.
Competing? //ith Ovm Quotas (49)
A suit of clothes was chosen as the first prize
for a sales contest by the Delnap Company, "^ach
salesman competed with his own quota- which was based
on last year's sales divided into cuarters. Two charts
were ,?iven each salesman a t the beginnin;^ of each month,
one, showing what the salesman accomplished, and the
other, showing what the other salesmen accomplished.
The contest was so planned that each salesman had an
equal chance to win a prize.
(49) "Let the Salesman Compete '.Vith'His Ov/n Quotas,''
by Charles A. Emily, Printers' Ink I'/eekly, March 20, 1930,
Page 65

The Contest Prize
The prizes given should satisfy the winner.
Some ooncerns give "both a cash and a merchandise
prize. In an article in Printers* Ink Heelzlj, the
following arguments for merchandise prizes are
summarized
:
(50) "1. The satisfaction of winning lasts
longer. The salesman soon spends his c??!h r)rize .
He keeps the merchandise prize long a.^^ter the
contest has ended.
Better value can be offered in merchandise
prizes than in cash prizes. That is, good prizes
may be bought in quantity at satisfactory discounts
helov/ the retail price. The sales promotion manager
of the Chevrolet Motor Company states that he has
been able to secure as much as a forty per cent
discount from a nationally advertised price list.
^3. Merchandise prizes lend themselves to
illustration and can be played up more effectively
than cash prizes.
"4. Variety of mercliandise prizes makes it
possible to appeal to men*s hobbies.
(50) "Contest Prizes," June 10, 1926, Printers*
Ink Jeekly

"5. Merchandise orizes also have a wide fp.mily
appeal. Salesmen's choices are frenaently affected by
vvh«t their v/ives or families want."
Gontest Standings
(51) Interest in a sales contest cannot be
maintained unless its results are made known to the
salesmen. Salesmen are notified of their standing
throii£!h the h-u.se or-'an. The Colgate, Palmolive,
Peet Oompany, for example, publishes each month
the "Palmolive Hews", in which the individual
accomplishments are shown. '52) Mimeoprr • ohed
bulletins are used by many companies to pr.-.)lish the
standing of the salesmen. These bulletii.s are also
used to a-ive sales helps. Territories or branches
employing many salesmen use an office score board from
which salesmen can tell at a glance their daily
standing.
r51) "Sales Cuotas/ by . ercival hite. Chapter ^.I
(52) ^' Sales Ocntests," by J. K. MacIIeil, ..rinters' Ink
Weekly, June 17, 1926 » Page 3
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Chapter XIII
The Use of Advertising
Advertising stinmlates the sale of goods through
regular channels, helps to make direct salep, and
obtains inquiries leading to future sales. The
product, 'market, consumer, and the financial condition
of the company have to he considered in oreparin?? an
advertising program.
Stabilizing? the Demand (53)
Weak territories can easily be made profitable
by the use of advertising, which, if constant, helps
to stabilize the demand and to increase the selling
possibilities of a product. In territories where the
product is little known, advertising paves the way for
salesmen. Advertising tells the consumer at a glance
the uses of 1he product and the services rendered by
the company. In this v;a; , sales resistance is lessened
and the prospect reached more easily.
( 53) "Sales Administration," hy V/alter S. Hayv/ard,
Chapter XV, Page 215

T.!aintaininf: aood - .Vill
The good-v/ill of present users of the prodact
is maintained by advertising^. It increases the company*
prestige and creates confidence in its products. The
utility of the product is constantly brought out to
the customer, making repeated sales much easier.
Replacing; the Salesman
In many cases, the sales force is aided the
use of advertising. Territories that cannot he covered
by the salesmen can be covered by the use of advertising
to tell the consumer more about the x^roduct and to hold
his interest. Thus, sales can be made direct and return
increased due to the reduction in selling costs*
Ijleed for Advertising Department
The advertising should be under the charge of
a competent advertising manager, and not under the sales
manager; v/ho is familiar v/ith individual mind^ but is
too busy to keep contact v,'ith popular psychology. In
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setting ap the advertising prograrr\ best results are
obtained by co-operation between the salesmen and sales
inana.=;er and the advertising department. The advertising:
should convey its message to the largest number of
people possible. The advertising men and salesmen should
familiarize themselves with the work of one another so
that, by the most efficient advertising, they can
stimulate demand.
Use of the Sales Ivlanual ( 54)
The method used in presenting a company's
advertising and the manner in v/hich the salesman
acquaints himself with the advertising should be taken
care of by the use of a loose-leaf sales manual. By
constant notification to the salesmen of new advertising,
new E-ales points can he incorporated in their sales talks.
Salesmen can tell the dealers that the company is
spending enormous sums in advertising—always a good
selling point. Thejr should at all times impress the
dealers that the company is at their disposal.
(54} "Modern Sales Mana.-:ement , " oy J. G. Frederick,
Chapter ZXVI,
_'age E84

Forms of Advertising;
There are various forms of advertising, the most
important of which are newspaper, ma^^azine, radio,
billboard, street car, and trade paper advertising,
ether forms consist of pamphlets, circulars, dea'er-
helps
,
display cards, cuts, photographs, calendars,
drawings, moving picture films, demonstrations, free
goods, and contests.
Choosinp; the Advertising Medium
Factors relating to the product, company,
consumer, market, and the ability of the advertising
and sales executives hav'^ to be considered before
profitable advertising mediums can be chosen by
companies. I.iany concerns fail to make a thorough
study of these factors. Through research and careful
study wasteful advertising can be eliminated. Salesmen
should be consulted by the advertising department to
enable the company to secure information pertaining
to the consumer's reactions.

Use of Advertising Agencies (55)
Advertising agencies offer their services in
choosing proper advertising mediains. These agencies
are familiar with the market through their constant
contact with it and through research v/ork. The agency-
can either co-operate with the advertising department
of a company or do the y/ork itself. Best results
are obtained, however, through co-operation.
Reducing Sales Hesistance (56)
The Poller Brush Company through general
advertising does the pioneer work for its salesmen.
This lessens the difficulty of his approach to the
housewife. The desirability of welcoming the "ITuller"
salesman by the housev/ife is emphasized in their
magazine advertisin,^. a mailing piece consisting of
a simple card precedes the salesman's arrival, //hen
he does arrive^ a free sample brush given to the
housev;ife helps him offset sales resistance.
( 55} "Problems i: SaleT Management," by H, Tosdal,
Fart II, ?aa-e 99, Saled Organisation
(56) "Salesmen in Tlarkc-ting Straitegy," by 1, S. lyon,
Pa?e 575

PART ICUH
^UTTIHG TIIS QUOTA IITTO OPERATION

Chapter XIV
Methods of Dis trio at ion
After the proper quota is determined, it is
then ready to he put into operation. The method of
distribating the quota is determined by the size of
the plant, character of the prodaot, and the volume
produced. The quota should oe divided according to
territories, branches, v/arehouse facilities, salesmen,
products, and time units.
The Af^hclesaler (57)
The wholesaler buys the ^^oods from the
manufacturer in lar?^e quantities and sells them to
the retailer or consumer. Small manufacturers not
having the facilities for distribution find it
advantageous to distribute their products through the
wholesaler. The cost of storing is reduced and the
hardships of introducing the products to the retailer
and consumer are obviated.
(57) "Cost Accounting: for Sales,'' b" J. R, Eil^ert,
Chapter I, ?a:^e 8

The Retailer
The retailer buys his goods from the jobber,
wholesaler, broker, commission merchant, or manafscturer,
and sells directly to the consumer. V/hen the retailer
does a lar^^e business, it is more profitable to purchase
from the producer or manufacturer. Firms operating;
retail chains or departments stores purchase most of their
products from the manufacturer or producer, finding; that
the larger the purchase the greater the trade discount.
In many cases retail chains have .^one as far as to
operate their ovm manufacturing; plants.
The Broker
The broker has no title to the -Toods, but buys
and sells for his principal, and in return receives a
compensation in the form of a commission, percentage,
or flat rate. The- broker brings the buyer and seller
together. He specializes in one product and does not
have possession of the p-oods.
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The Oornmission Merchant
Goods are received on consignment by the commission
merchant. The principal of the p;oods is oaid after the
goods are sold. The commission and the cost of doing
business are deducted before paying the principal.
The Pons lime r
Competition has lead many manitfactiirers to do
away with middlemen and sell directly to the consumer.
Selling directly to the consumer is very costly but has
its advantages. A manufacturer can reach the consumer
by the use of retail outlets, cliain stores, direct mail^
or hoQse-to-house salesmen. The consumer makes his
purchases at lower prices because of the savings made
by the manufacturer in distribution.
Successful Distribution (58)
There are various factors which account for
successful distribution;
"1. A maximum number of live sellinp: units, both
retailers and canvassers.
(58) "Modern Sales Ifenar^ement
,
by J. G. iTederick,
Chapter VII, i^age 77
I
"2. A rigidly uniform and fair method of
dealing.
"3. A smooth-running channel of middlemen; and,
if necessary, jobbers, selling agents, commission
houses, or local branches.
A steady demand from the consumer arising
from advertising direct to consumers,
"5# A steady push tov/ard the live selling
units so as to keep them supplied with nev^ ideas,
assistance, and conviction, trade paper advertising:,
house organs, and letters.
"6. A system or campaign plan to extend dis-
tribution within the reach of effective advertising,
special crews, and missionary sales en.
"7. An efficient routine organization to handle
all matters without friction or loss."
Distribution Through I.Ianufacturer ' s Igents (59)
The 3ov/er Manufacturing Company distributes its
products to automobile accessory vi/holesalers through
manufacturers' agents located in large centers of the
United States. These manufacturers' agents sell other
lines of merchandise at the same time. Because the
Sower Llanufacturing Company's products are little
T59T "Problems in Sales Mana-^ement , " by H. R. Tosdal,
Chapter 5, ?age 237
i
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stressed to the v/holes':.ler, s-'les are '-gradually lallinr;
off. The agents neglect territories and even stress the
purchase of other lines. The sales mana??er of this
company finds that more '.han seventy-five per cent of
the orders from the 7/holesalers arc- by direct mail. The
company objects to paying ten per cent on all orders
because the agents do not cover the territory properly
and do not stress the company* s merchandise.
A plan is proposed by which salesmen are employed
to do the work of the a'-^ents. The salesmen receive a
salary and bonus if their quotas are exceeded. By the
use of the company's salesmen the merits of the products
are defined, an-d territories are more intensively
developed. The use of a sales force increases selling
expenses about ten per cent. V.'ith the p-radual increase
in sales volume, the company expects the added expense
to be reduced considerably.
i
Dividing the Q,aota
Quotas are more effective when they are divided
into smaller anits. Large quotas, such as the yearly
type, are not very effective because many salesmen fail
to reeiard them as a stimulation to added sales.
Monthly Sales Quotas (60)
The yearly quota can easily be divided into monthly
quotas, which have a greater effect upon the sales force.
The salesmen check their worli and make greater attempts
to meet their next quota. 3y means of the monthly sales
quota, the amount of ^^oods needed for production can be
kept at a low inventory.
Quarterly Quotas
The sales quota may he divided into quarterly
periods. In periods of changing business conditions,
quarterly uotas are more effective than other quotas
because they measure the estirr.ated sales more accurately.
(50) "Cost Accounting for Sales," by J. R./^Hilgert, Page
141, Chapter X
"
I
rOlasses of Products
When the qaota is divided into anits of prodacts,
the loss of sales can he eliminated by substitatinp- other
goods. The sales manasier knows which products are most
profitable and sets the qaotas highest for these
Salesmen can be made to sell the profitable items by the
ase of sales contests or by the payment of a '-higher
coramissp ion. Poorly selling items that are costly to
sell can be done away with by reducing the remaneration
on them.
Territories
Instead of setting the qaota for an entire region,
companies can set their qaotas according to territories,
which are easier to manage. Territories that cannot be
developed should be overlooked.

Branches
Instead of determinin'- ^ q' ota for the sales
force of the entire company, man:/ companies peiTnlt the
branch sales managers to set and operate their ov/n
because they are more familiar with the territorial
conditions, the ability of the salesmen, 8.nd the expected
sales of the divisions
•
Distributors
Oocipanies not directly controllin,^ the distribution
of their products often help their distribui.ors in forming;
their quotas. The company furnishes the distributor v/ith
data pertaining to the number of consumers, market
conditions » sales helps, and prospective consumers.
Use of Population Fi^iures (61)
The Burroughs Adding llachine Company divides its
quota according to territories. The sales list to date
for each territory is placed in a column bj itself,
opposite which the expected quota for each territory
is placed. The population and the number of buying
units are placed in a third column. From these
(61) "Sales Quotas," by -'ercival 7hite, ?age 155,
Dividin-7 the Sales Quota

figures, the possible aaota is determined. "The two
expected quotas are determined by adding fifty per cent
of sales to date, twenty-five per cent of quota
calculated on population, and twenty-five per cent of
a distributing unit or merchants^ quota."
Dividin.^ the Year into ?eriods (63)
The American Radiator Oompany secures better
results by dividing the sales quota into five periods.
In the first period—February, March, and April—
the amount of production doubles the shipments. The
demand is not large enough to absoro the production.
The production in the second period—Ifey and June—
is about fifty per cent more than their shipments.
Shipments during the t':ird period—July and
August—are one-third more than production.
During the fourth period—September, October, and
November—shipments are very heavy and they double
production.
The last period—December and January--finds the
production exceeding the shipments and the demand below
the supply.
(63) "Sales Quotas," by Jercival Jhite, Pai?e 157 , Chapter
UC
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Chanter IVI
Quota Failures
Iiack of iinderstandinn: and failure on the part of
officials and members of the sales force to interpret
the sales quota may cause the failure of the quota.
V/hen the official'; fail to explain the sales quota,
salesmen lose their interest. Go-operation between
the officials and the sales force offsets many
misunderstandings and helps to make the sales quots. a
success.
Failure to Ilake Adjustments (63)
Because of chancres in buyin^ habits, purchasing
poY/8r, and demands created by competition, the company
should consider necessary changes in adjusting the
quotas. Failure to do this has often proved quite
costly to firms otherwise progressive.
{ 63) "Sales 'iuotas," by r'ercival v/hite, ?age 210

Dissatisfaction with Q.uotas
vVhile most quotas are satisfactory to the
executives, many are unsatisfactory to the sales force.
The salesmen are rarely Riven a chance to voice their
opinions on the merits or faults of the new quota.
Hecoraraendations or suj?;gestions hy the salesmen are not
always accepted by the officials. The salesmen become
impatient and treat the sales quota negligently.
Failure to Study Oompany* s Oonditions
The adot)tion of a sales quota is not in itself
enough to effect good results because sales quotas which
bring success to one concern may bring failure to another.
The company^ s financial condition, past s^les record, the
ability of the sales force, a study of its problems, and
an adjustment of the quota to fit the company's requirements
should all be carefully taken into account.
i^1
Chapter iCVII
Sammary
The sales qaota is the foundation of sound
merchandising. The most important t3rpes of sales
quotas are the company, salesmen, territory/, and
potential
.
By an analysis of its resources, a company
can estimate the number of sales that it expects to
secure. This is called the company quota. In order
to obtain the rreatest efficiency, the co-operation
of the company departments of finance, of production,
and of statistics and research is essential.
The salesman quota is an estimate set by the
salesman takinf? into considerstion his ability, his
past experience, territory conditions, and general
business conditions. This quota measures the
salesma.n's performance. The company should review
and revise the sa^lesman's estimate because it is
merely an expression of Ids opinion.
The territoiy quota is an esti-iate based on the
territory valuation. The territory should be scien-
tifically distributed so that it can be covered in the
most organized manner. Territories are .srenerally
divided according to counties, transportation facilities.

or tradino; areas. This division is based iipon a
thoroiif^h analysis of the market.
The potential : ota is an estimate of sales
hased apon a forecast of business conditions* Past
business experience » sales statistics, and statistics
pertaining to the business world in general are the
factors necessary for study before setting this ciuota.
It is advisable to compare the results of other
compa,nies in similar businesses and to utilize forecasts
made by statistical bureaus.
Sales quotas are determined to c-ive a co-ipany a
basis for jud'5;ing the efficiency of its sales coerations.
Before a company adopts a quota, it. must consider the
nature of the company, the competition it must meet, and
methods of distribution of its products.
There are various methods of determining the sales
quota. The most common method is the use of sales
statistics oertaining to the past, present, and the
future. Another method is the use of guesr-v/oik. Becaus
this method has no scientific basis, it is inferior to
other methods. In many cases,. the most reliable quotas
are those determined by the 'j.se of territory statistics
based upon a market analysis. Quotas determined scien-
I
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tifically call for the use of sales promotion methods,
sales force remuneration, and desler-relations . In all
these methods the co-operation of the sales-men is
necessary.
A qaota mast fit the type of basinets before it
can be pat into operation. This requires an analysis
of the character, organization, ^irrowth, and financial
standing of the com.pany, together with an analysis of
the products, 8.nd their methods of distribution. In
this especially, proper co-operation is necessary
amon"! the sales, financial, advertising:, production,
and accounting departments.
There are two important methods of stimulating the
salesmen to Pireater effort. One method is the use of
sales contests. Cash or oreraium rewards are the most
effective remunerations to maintain the interest of
the sales force. Caution should be taken to prevent
the salesmen from becoming overconf ideftt , from overloading
the dealer v/ith merchandise, and from overlookinp:
repeated sales. The other method of stimulating salesmen
is the use of advertising. Advertising? stimulates the
sales of floods throup-h re?7ular channels, helps to
make direct sales, obtains inquiries leadinf^ to future
sales, emphasizes nev/ uses of products, and
i
lessens sales resistance. In order to ef:^ect these
results, there is a need for an advertisin?^ department,
sales manaal, and the utilization of advertisin-- ac:encies.
After the qaota is finally selected, it is then
ready to pat into operation. Various methods of
distribution can be used: distribution through the
wholesaler, retailer, broker, commission merchant,
m.anufacturers * aprents, or consumer. The type of product
determines the choice of the distributor.
i7hen the quotas are divided into smaller units,
they are more effective in stimulating? the sales force.
Yearly quotas sh-.ld be divided into quarterly, monthly,
or even smaller quotas; regional quotas should be divided
according to territories, branches, distributors, or
classes of products.
Despite all the precautions above mentioned, quotas
may ultimately fail due to the inability of the officials
and salesmen to achieve a common interpretation of the
sales quota. Because of changes in buyinp; habits,
purchasing pov/er, and demands created by competition,
readjustments must be continually made. Otherwise,
salesmen are not permanently satisfied. Only by complete
co-operation and sympathy amono: the executives and the
I
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salesmen can the operation of the sales qaota "be hrou9:ht
to a siiccessfal completion.

APPENDIX
i
He games of Articles
on Qaota 'Problems and Examiples of Quotas
Set by Sales Manan-ers and Sxecatives of
Leading Companies
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"rlhat to Do Before Making Up the Sales Qaota" (64)
The sales qaota should be used to measure the
efficiency of the sales force and to set the ,?-oal
for production. The amount of business done during
past years and the amount expected for the coming
year based on market conditions should be carefully
studied before determining the sales quota.
The use of sales quotas permits an improvement
in management. The salesman is e:iven a fair quota and
is advised of the bert methods to adopt in attaining it.
The ovTners of the concern can co-operate with the sales
raana ers to arrive at a fair and efficient sales cuota.
Records of past sales should be available to the
executives.
(64) Printers^ Ink Monthly, April 1922, by Arthur Lazarus

"The Sales Quota Plan Mast Fit the Business" (65)
Before a quota is adopted, the compan;/ should
analyze its own possibilities. The size of the
company, its financial condition, raethocip of
distribution, competition, and the control over
its salesmen are important factors pertainir^ to
the company.
There are various methods by which the
company can fit the quota to its business^
1. ."/hen the Sales Llanager Sets the Quota
The sales manager knows his product, territory,
and possibilities of new business so thoroughly that
he can set a quota which will satisfy bis sales force.
He constantly studies market conditions and devises
methods to offset comptetition.
E. .7hen Salesmen Set Their Quota
The salesmen fill out a Questionnaire, from
which the sales raanap;er secures information about
the territory, competition, and the amount of
business expected. This permits the salesmen to
set their own quotas on the basis of their past
performance and future expectations subject to the
sales manager's revision.
(65) Printers' Ink ^Veekly, Page 65, June 3, 19E6,
by Albert E, Haase

3, '//hen Previous ferformances Set the Quota
The quota is based only upon past performances
in each territory. The quota is set above the quota
for the past year.
4. when Production Sets the Sales Quota
Quoms are based upon the avera='e production
during the previous year. A bonns is paid to the
salesmen in addition to a re^rular salary and
commission.
5. .'/hen Advertising? Expenditure Sets the Quota
The amount of advertising determines the quota.
A greater demand for i^oods is stimulated, increasinf?;
consumption and sales.

"The ooientific Determination of Sales Quotas" (66)
There are many ways of determining sales
quotas. Quotas may be determined by advertising
agencies, maprazine publishers, or private research
bureaus. The use of these sales quotas are often
misleading because many important factors are not
considered when the quota is set.
"The scientific method of correlation can be
used to advantapie.
"If the two sets of data move along together
as indicated in the diagram above, this coefficient
is plus 1.
"If the two sets of data move in exactly the
opposite direction as in the following diagram, the
coefficient is minus 1. This is called* Inverse
Correlation,
*
T66T by L, D. H. 7Veld. Page 177 Printers' Ink Weekly,
May 30, 1929

"If there is no correspondence at all between
the two variables, the coefficient is 0, This is
illastrated by the following diaf^ram.
"If there is a certain degree of correspondence,
the coefficient is plus .20, plus .50, or plas .70.
"Anything over plas .70 represents a high degree
of correlation and might be represented roughly in
the following diagram, where the two variables move
together to a certain extent, thoagh not exactly.
"In some cases it is difficult to find statistics
concerning factors influencing sales. One important
factor, which is hard to measure, is severity of
competition. The correlation method furnishes a
sound and scientific basis from which to proceed in
making the necessary adjustments. Sales of any
commodity tend to conform "to certain market potentials.

"When actaal sales are contrasted to the
number of income tax returns or majf^azine circulation,
then hi«^h coefficients are found due to the presence
of the powerful population factor in both,"

"How to Set Sales Quotas and Determine Sales Expenses" f
In makin?^ up the quota, certain expense items
such as salesmen's compensations and expenses, salary
and expenses of executives, and branch expenses have
to be included. The branch manager receives a part of
the profit- made by his branch. This part is based
on the gross mar??in of the branch less its expenses.
The number of people in a territory can be used as an
index to measure the opportunities in selling a
commodity. Past performances, existin,o: conditions,
and buyin^^ habits are i-.^portant factors with which
the branch mana.-er has to familiarize himself.
(67) Printers' Ink -Veekly, October 29, 1925, 0
//ill ins; s

"How to Determine Sales Quoias (68)
Sales qaotas give the raana:?ers of a company
a basis for .iadging the results of their sales force.
A standard is set for individual salesmen, to whom
remuneration based on jperformance is given. The
salesmen should fp'niliar with mst performances,
territory possibilities, and the buyin^^ habits of
consumers. The number of retail stores in a
community may be used by the salesmen as an index
of its pure has ine; pov/er.
(68) Printers' Ink -Veekly, Page 2, April 29, 1926,
by L. D. F. 'Veld

"Establishing Sales Quotas" f69)
A simple sales quota is an incentive to
salesmen. There is a definite need for a sales
quota to tie up the sales budget with the production
budget. Salesmen in t heir attitude toward sales
quotas are classified into three groups.
1. Those who willingly acce.jt any quota for
a fair chance to secure greater earnings.
E. Those who want to know in detail the
met nods used in its establishment as a
basis of their earnings.
3. Those who are not willing to accept any
method of compensation based on a sales
quota.
In the establishment of budgetary sales quotas,
the hardest obstacles to overcome are the reasons
behind variations in the demand for products.
(69) Printers' Ink Monthly, by J. J. .71 the r spoon,
February 1927, Page 73

''Determining the Salesmen's Efficiency" (70)
Sales plans may iDe "based on ?!,n equitable
standard by which sales efficiency can be readily
measared, A reliable quota plan depends on an
accurate and thorough-*3:oins: analysis of sales
possibilities in a territory. This means gettina;
data on competitors' activities, on particular
conditions in each district, and on community
buyinf?; habits. The sales department must (for
each territory) arrive at a fiaiure to represent
what can be sold in a ^liven period.
1. Salesmen are rated on
a. Their ability to meet the quota.
b. The number of dealers sold.
c. The number of effective calls made.
d. The distribution of the company's
products.
(70) Printers' Ink Monthly, Pafce 42, November 1923,
by B. H. Xenap;ey

Factors l^eoessary in a Thorouf^h Analys
of the Salesmen's JoTd
1. Condition of equipment and sapplie
E. Character and effect of selline-.
3. Value of service work.
4. Planning?; and forethought
5. (Jood-v>flll building,
6. Sampling effect*
?• Handling of collections,
8. Aptitude for work.

"Sales Quota ?lans That Salesmen Like" f71)
A sales quota must be made to fit real
conditions, not assumed or potential business,
iundamentally a sales quota has three objec-
tives :
1, To increape the net profits of an
enterpriJie over a long period of years t'-^rough
more skilful selling.
2» To provide salesmen with income in
proportion to the de.?rree in which the salesmen
follov/ out the sales mana-er^s directions.
3. To pay the salesmen promptly for their
gains and protect the house promptly a-'ainst
their losses.
TTT) Printers' Ink Monthly, Pa-r-e 141, "April 1928,
by J. -J. Jitherspoon

"A Bonus l^lan That Keeps Salesmen on Their Toes" . (72)
The present trend is tov>?ard simple sales
compensation plans (plans having some form of
profit-sharing feature). A practical plan usually
has these characteristics:
1. It is simple in operation.
E. It is flexible so that it can be adopted
to the sales conditions in all territories and to
different types of salesmen,
3, It has a profi t-sharin?- element or bonus
which is oased on sales performance.
The basis of a company's system is the
salesman's quota, determined jointly by the bre^nch
mana^^'er of eac'n district office and the head of the
central sales office. The salesman is furnished
v/ith a complete list of dealers, bot'^ actual and
prospective, and the s-ver^^^e amount of ??oods purchased
during the last five years. Each salesman's estimate
is submitted to the branch raanap;er, where it is re-
viev/ed and possibly revised by him according; to the
size of the territory, number of tovms, dealers in it.
(72) Printers' Ink weekly, Pa.^re 69, November 17, 1927
by J. R. Hil:-ert

past per capita business, and expected ousiness.
Totals of each branch office are sabmitted to the
head office. Once more the estimates are reviewed
and in case changes are necessary they are v/orked
oat v/ith the advice of the "branch manarrers.

"T%kin,Q; the Salesmen Like Their Oiiotas" (73)
In considering potentialities, sales
executives must consider what can be prodaced.
Men in chars;e of prodacticn set a limit on what
the factory shall prodace economically with its
present equipment. The volume expected on each
produ-ct in the line niay De found by dividin;-? the
quota into units. There should oe a scientific
analysis of territory as to population, counties,
product, and passenger automobile statistics.
Quotas should be fair, thorou^?h, and suitable for
the salesmen.
TVST Printers' Ink Uonthly, .-a -e 72, March 1927,
by Don Gridlye

Takin^ the *Biinlr* out of Sales Caota Letters" f74)
The tjrpe of letters necessary to keep salesmen
up to their quota mark depends on the manner in
v/hich the orisjinal quota is submitted to them. iorm
letters should l>e usually a simple statement of
weekly or monthly quota standinp-s. For example:
fl) "iVe are pleased to advise that your weekly
etsndin?; of orders received as compared to your quota
is as follows: Quota, 1541; orders 1557, over 16."
(2) "Your orders are below what such and such
an item is ^ettinp* elsewhere '':y? ;Ve want to know
the reason,"
letters should be sent rep-ularljT- to the sales-
men to keep them informed of their standing.
TtD Printers^ Ink I-ionthly. Pa?e 39, lAarch 1925,
by Charles G. Muller

"Sales Objectives ^oint the -Vay to Saccess" (75)
A sales objective is a prerequisite for
suocess. It may be defined as a f^oal for the
enterprise at hand. 3ver7/ salesman will readily
agree that a clear statement of the amount of
business he is expected to produce in a given time
is to his own, as well as to his company's, interest.
Sales objectives almost invariably take the form
of yearly quotas of goods sold. Capacity to absorb,
territorial advancement, local conditions affecting
competition, and general business conditions have
to be taken into consideration.
(75) .Printers' Ink Monthly, Page 114, June 1928, by
Anton S. ?:osing

The Sales Forecast" (76)
A sales forecast is an estimate of probable
sales for a fature period of time. In sales
forecasting, these items are essential:
!• A manafactaring company must have a sales
policy defining methods of distribution in each
sales zone and ^subdivision to the extent of its
sales potential.
2. Quotas must be set for each zpne or
subdivision by v/hich saies accomplishments can
be measured,
2, A list must be maintained of all retail
salesmen in each sales zone and subdivision.
4. Reports must be obtained at definite
intervals from each salesman so that the local
sales manager, and even the gener^al sales mana-er,
can reprimand poor salesmen and compliment good
salesmen on the basis of their performance.
5. Salesmen must be trained to properly
present the product and to learn how to estimate
the sales potentialities of the market in which they
operate.
(76) ^i'r inters' Ink "eekly, ^'a^-e 162, Fovember 1, 1928,
by Ired .V. Shibley

6* Economic conditions must be visualized
in various markets.
7. Estimates must be acciurately determined.
8. Salesmen must appreciate the work of the
sales manager.

"The Delco-Light Salesmen 3et Their Own Qaotas" f77)
As the working? basis for its sales activities
darin^r 1928, the Delco-Li,?^ht Company has evStablished
what it calls "The JDelco-Xi.^^ht foundation Plan of
Sellin,!^." Salesmen are re.^arded as members of the
foundation and membsrships are divided into two
classes, senior and .iunior.
The senior man mast give his fall time to the
proposition and his minimum annual quota is fifty-
two plant shipments. The unit of measurement, in
keepins; with the nature of the product, is the watt.
If the salesman meets the ^-uota, he is credited vdTn
one thousand watts. The quarterly quota, thirteen
plant shipments , on which prizes and awards are based
is two hundred and fifty wattp. There is a cash
prize of one hundred and twenty-five dollars above
the re^^ular commission and fifty cents for each watt
over two hundred and fifty
The junior foundation men must sign an
agreement similar to that of the seniors. Their
annual quota is six hundred watts and twenty-eight
plant shipments. Their quarterly quota is one
(77) Printers' Ink v/eekly, Page 25, February 2,5, 19S8,
by the Sales Manager of the Delco-Light Company

hondred and fifty watts and seven plant shipments.
The cash award is thirty-seven dollars and fifty cents
for raaking the quota and twenty-five cents for each
watt over one handred and fifty. Any junior
foondation man reac \in^ the senior qaota is p;iven the
senior cash award. After a man .has been admitted into
the senior division, he is ?iven an appropriate emhlera
or pin as an insi?^nia of membership. At the end of
the year, he retarns the pin and receives in exchana*e
one containing? a diamond for each qaarter in which
he reached his oiiota.

"A Year-Hound Oontest in /hich Every Salesman Can ".'in" f
A certain company chooses the three highest
months of the preceding year and avera,5:es these months
to secure a monthly qaota which each man mast meet.
If the salesman exceeds the quota, he receives an
additional reward. At the end of the year, each
salesman establishes his own quota hy "akin, his
three best months and dividing them ay three. In
this way, a progressive increase of quotas is
obtained. Each man "battles'' twelve times a '^ear
instead of once as is customary in the ordinary
sales contests.
(78) Printers' Ink ,7eeicl7, February 27, 1930, ^a^-e 68,
by W. Muller

statistics and lorms Used in Setting
Sales Qaotas

(81) "The American Management Association
enumerates the following items on which bonuses
may be based:
a* A stated figure of sales.
b. Total number of dollars.
c. Total volume in quantity,
d. Most calls made.
e. Percentage of increase over
previous sales.
f. Most customers sold.
g. Greatest number of new customers.
h. Length of service.
i. Selling slow-moving merchandise,
j. Selling seasonable specialties,
k. Saving in percentage of selling
expense.
1. Net profits,
m. Sales in excess of quota,
n. Distribution of dealer helps,
o. Installing window displays,
p. Smallest percentage of bad debts
below stated figure. "
Tsn Sales Quotas, by Percival White, l-'age 193,
Chapter ZI

" The Gantt ?rOf?ress Chart " shows the following
information asefal for sales quotas; (82)
"
( 1 i iflaoh Salesman's
(a) Quota for each month,
fh) Cumulative qu^ta to date.
fc) Actual monthly sales.
fd) Total sales to date.
"(2) Total
(a) Sales quota for each month,
fh) Cumulative sales quota to date,
(c) Actual sales for each rnonth.
fd) Cumulative sales to date."
(82) Sales Quotas, by Percival .7hite, ?a?re 171,
Chapter X

"PuljliQation I'^igures for Various
Distirots dompared in feroenta^'es " (82)
District liagazine Magazine Magazine
A 'bo
^iigland States 7.55 9.46 8.53
Middle Atlantic States 21.64 24.42 18.99
24.55
East North Central States 21.94 8.18
V/est ' " " 14.05 11.44 26.49
South Atlantic States 9.19 8.71 3.97
Sast 3. Central 4.47 3.44 13.56
•.Vest " " " 6.58 5.65 6.38
Mountain States 3.67 4.01 4.01
Pacific States 6.30 10.94 9.89
Total 100.00 100.00 100.00
(83) "Sales c^uotas * Idj Percival .fnite, Page 64,
Chapter V
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vpuotas by Produots f 8^'-
)
"The Dayton Rubber Manufacturing Company
breaks up its general quota as follows:
"1. General ^.uota— 100 per cent of the total
business we expect to receive.
"a. Dayton Thorobred Cord c^uota- -representing
30 per cent of the total bu'jiness we expect to secure.
"3. Dayt on 3ta:. ilized Balloon ^uota—representing
30 per cent of the total business we expect to secure.
"4, Dayton Truck and Bus Tire .^uota—representing
17 per cent of the total business we expect to secure.
" 5. Dayton Dependable Tire H,uota
—
representing
11 per cent of the total business we expect to r'ecure."
(64) "i3ales quotas," by P. .Vhite tage l45, (3h. Tl
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"Je^re /ay Belov/ The I^irst Line«~Lgt's Go"
Jan, Lar. Apr.
1
' i^iay. Jun. Jul. Aag ,3ep. Oct.
*
1
Z
(1) 1921 ^uota
{Z) Aver-ge salea^-iast three years
(2) 1921 Sales
<iUOta C5hart for the "Moco .roducts''
(bbj "Salesmen in Marketing Strategy ' by Leverett
S. Lyon, rage 273
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^uota and JijLtainment Oard (86)
Llonth, June, 1926
Of
Goods
<^ Q -f-o e L(
for
this '
month
o0±Cl
this
i-onth
or
under
J. U l/dLJ.
set
for
this
date
sold
to this
date
over
or
under
x-kind
y-icind
z-kind
eto
.
(86) oalesnen In Marketing Strategy, L. S. Lyon, Oh.::-i^. 282

Territory -^uotas in Tabulated ]?orm'' ( 87
)
Table 1
Territory Sales to Date <iuota
1. 200,000.00 82,200.00
2. 50,000.00 20.000.00
3. 750,000.00 308,000,00
4. 150.000.00 61,700.00
5. 60,000.00 24,700.00
6. 10,000.00 4,100,00
7. 125,000.00 Dl, 500.00
8. 1,000,000.00 410,000.00
9. 20,000.00 8,200.00
10. 70,000.00 29,000.00
Company 32, 435,000.00 ^1,000, OOO.uO
Table II
Territory Population s,uota
1. 600, 000. 00 t 6e,000,00
2, 100,000.00 13,700.00
3. 2,500,000.00 342,000.00 .
4. 400,000.00 55,000,00
5. 125,000,00 17,200.00
6. 75,000.00 10,300.00
7. 350,000.00 48 ,000.00
8. 3,000,000.00 411,100.00
9. 50,000.00 6,800.00
10. 200,000.00 27, 500. 0
Uompj-ny -7,500, 000.00 .1,006,000.00
( 87 ) 'oalesnen In Ilarketing litrategy' by Jjeverett '6.
Lyon, Chapter rage 294
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Table III
Territory H:uota Table <,uota Table ]?inal -^uota
I II
1. % 82,200. ?';68,400. n 75.200.
2. 20,600. 13,700. 17, 15U.
3t 30b , 000
.
342,000. 325,000.
4. 61,700. 55,000. 58 ,350.
5. 24,700. 17,200. 20,950.
6. 4,100. 10,300. 49,750.
7, 51,500. 48 , 000
.
410,550.
8. 410,600. 411.100. 7,500.
o
•/ • 6,200. 6,800. 7,200.
10. 29,000. 27,500. 28,250.
Oompany ^1,000,000. 1,000,000. Ql, 000. 000.
Table -XV
^0-,, oi' 25',: of 25/j 01
Territory v<,uota Oalo- v^^uota Oalo- ..uota on Pinal
ulated on ulated to Ilerohar. t -^uota
Sales to Population Population
Late
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8,
9.
1^.

A Report on One Handred and Thirty-Nine
Concerns
in
Different Kinds of Business
Their Methods and factors Uped in
Determinini^
Their Sales Quotas
Taken
Prom
Special i^eports
-Prepared by
The Dartnell Corporation,
Chicago, Illinois.

Advertising; (88)
" The Thomas Casack Oompany
The quotas are based on salesmen's volume for
the past year, to which is added a percentaf?;e of
increase spread over the year according to t he
hi,^h and low months of the preceding year.
" Charles Blum Advertising; Oorno ration
Their competitive sales are used as a basis
for their quota.
"Eastern Advertising; Sales Oompany. Inc .
The dealers* sales are ave rasped for a fifteen
day period and from this the orsianization average is
secured. The dealers' sales are translated into
points.
Automohiles
"Balzer and Balzer
The quota is based on the number of retail
auto salesmen in the city, the number of cars sold,
and the average earnings of each salesman.
"Shelor Motor Oompany
The quota is based on past statistics and the
salesmen are Riven a bonus in addition to a salary.
TWl Special Reports on "Effective Quota Plans,"
#180 and "The ExDerience of 162 Concerns in Setting
Sales Tasks," #300, by the Dartnell Corporation, 1924
and 1929

Automotive A.ocessories
n illemite Corporation
The y.uota is based on automotiile registration.
" Northwestern Qheroioal Q ompany
The (iuota is based on C'30,000,000 worth of
ohemical utilities for 15,000,000 oars or t^Z per car.
" Lamon t smd Q ompany
The salesmen are given a daily quota sheet on
various lines.
Automotive Supplies ( Oils )
"Vaouum Oil C ompany
The q^uota is based on automobile registrations.
" Seas .-de Oil 0 ompany
The (iuota is based on the potential business,
previous sales and aocessibility of business.

Bakers ' Supplies
''Omaha Bakers Supply Oompany
The quota is based on previous s ales reoords.
Baking Powder
gent on Baking Powder Q ompany
Salesmen are given quotas hy to\'n^ on eaoh
assignment.
Baskets
' Burlington Basket 0 ompany
The quota is based on past sales, population,
number of trade outlets, and the previous experience
of the individual salesman.
'
^^^iOJ^ Basket Oompany
The quota is based on past sales, econoraicj
conditions of the territory, competition, character
of individual salesmen^ and an arbitrary increase of
10 per cent.
Books
" American Technical Society
The quota is based on the past sales experience
and the average of the individual salesmen.

Bottles
'
Owens Bottle Company
v:tuotas are based on estimated production of
faotorieGtdistribation, and by past performance of
district offices.
Bricks ( ?ire )
''Rutland Pire C lay Company
The quota is determined by the U3e of statistic
pertaining to previous sales and salary.
Brushes
"The Fuller Brush C ompany
<*uotas are based on sales of previous year
plus a reasonable increase.
Building Materials
"^
'General fireproofing Company
Based on population and desirable white
population for certain territories.
Business Systems
United Autograph Register C ompany
The company ujjes a definite formula.
Candy
'" Brown & Haley
Use of past year's sales for the territory
plus past performance records of all merchants and
the value of the merchants.

Candles
''Maok Miller Candle Oompany
Based on quotas of the Standard Oil Oompany.
Carburetors
''Zenith-Detroit Corporation
The quota is JlO worth of orders for every
dollar of salesman's oost.
Cash Registers
"Sgry Register C ompany
The quota is based on R. L Polk statistics,
past performanoe^ and the individual record of each
salesman,
" national Cash Register C ompany
The oompany uses statistics relating to past
performance, record of merchants, point system,
value of merchants, and local market conditions.
Cement
" Seourity Cement & Lime C ompany
The quota is based on the per capita consumption
of oement.
Chains
"The Chain Products Company
The quota is based on normal exi^cctanice of trade,
extension of their line of manufacture, experience of
their plant, average monthly sales ,and compensation
for the sales force*

GhemlQal Supplies
"Rumford Ghemloal Oompany
The quota is based on previous sales plus
a reasonable increase
•
Gleaning Qompounds
" The H^uaker Products C ompany
Approximate amount of business done in
grocery line by each account called on.
Clothing ( ./ork )
"Oshkosh Overall Company
Based on circulation of the Saturday Evening
Post,
Cocoa and Chocolate
"Runke 1 Bros,
.
Inc .
Based on previous sales. The year is divided
into 12 months.
Coffee
"J oanne s Corporation
Based on product records from the territory
plus an increase.
"Standard Coffee G ompany
Studies local conditions and uses past statistics.
Confectioners
^'/alter T. Hill & Company
The quota is based on the average consumption of
candy per capita for the last few years, population .and
the number of competitors.

" Life Savers , Ino .
The amount of business in terms of boxes
sold previous year.
Construction Reports
TfP. Dodge Corporation
Based on yearly and monthly quotas and on
a reasonable increase.
Cooking Utensils
"Griswold llfg
.
Company
Maximum sales by territories for the past
few years,
"Super liaid Co ok- //are Corporation
Local oonditions in brsmoh offices and a
reasonable increase.
Cookies and Cake
s
"Strutmann Biscuit Company
Past performances and current conditions.
Co- operative Merchandising
"Sunland Sales Co-operation
Based on previous sales.
Correspondence Courses
"La Salle Extension University
The year is split into halves, January to
Jiine; and Jul,; to December. Then the average
proportion per month is used as a basis for their
quota.

"Plough Chemical Oompany
Distribution, advertising, potential market,
and the records of past sales.
Dairy Products
"Phoenix Cheese Com^^any
Population figures on per capita consurnption
of cheese in the United States according to
nationality.
Disinfectants
"The C._B. bodge Company
Based on the condition of the territory,
salesmen' s salary at the beginning, and the salesmen
length of service with the company.
Drapery Hardware
"Husch G ompany
The quota is based on auto O'wnership, retail
outlets, circulation of Curtis Publications^and the
buying power of the trade.
Drills
"Ampo
0
Twist Drill Company
The sales are averaged over a period of months
Drugs
"United Drug G ompany
Based on composite figures; of the United ..Itate
divided into thirteen territories.

Sleotrioal Appliances
"Edison Eleotrio Company
The quota, is based on the number of residential
communities, salesmen ability, business conditions,
and the sales for previous years.
Electrical Cleaners
"The Hoover C ompany
'The company uses a (^uota for every six months.
" Clements Lfg . C ompany
An increase for each ijalesman from month to
month over same period last year.
Eleotrio Lamps
" Hat ional Lamp -jorks
Use of statistics pertaining to past year's
business with an estimate on possiblities for the
coming year.
Electric Sas and Ice Service
" Missouri Gas & Electric Service Company
Use of past performance plus a national
increase in sales.
Electric v/ashers
"Conlon Corporation
Salary is the basis for the quota,
"Troy Laundry Machine Company, Inc
.
Based on Iog-lI branch mana^err' quota.

Electric Supplies
"Bussmn Kanuf ;x o tur ing Qompany
Based on circulation of the Saturday Evening
Post.
" Triang^le Electric Company
Based on magazine circulation, past sales, and
knowledg^e of the territory.
Electric Tools
" The Black He eke r lifg
.
Qompany
Based on ten sales factors.
Enameled v/are
"Vollroth Qompany
Based on circulation of the Saturday Evening
Post.
Engravers
"Process Engraving Qompany
Past sales records and sales contests.
Explosives
'Hercules Povvder Q ompany
Record of past year with required increase
added.
Feed Products
"Interna ti onal Pugar Feed Qompany
Live stock statistics and experience of
previous sales in the territory.

ITertilizer
"The Gulf Fertilizer Qompany
Percenta^re of business done in each county plus
a percentaee of business desired.
Flour
'
^lish Milling Company
Increase over the previous sales made.
Clause r Kill C ompany
Previous sales and territory peculiarities.
'Valier & Spies Hilling Oof. : any
Sales possibilities and a 50 per cent increase.
Foundry Equipment
^'American Foundry Equiprr.ent Q ompany
The quota is based on the productive capacity,
past sales, number of prospects still unsold, re-
placement equipment » and salesmen's ability.
Furniture
T!)e Long Furniture C ompany
Salesmen* s ability and an arbitrary volume
desired.
Grape Juice
Trhe .Velsh Grape Juice Qomps.ny
Amount of raw iraterials available plus the
seasonable weather and economic conditions.
Greeting Cards
^e S tauter Bros . Publishing Company
Based on direct mail replies.

Hardware
"The V7ashburn Company
Average sales over the past five years.
Heaters
"Spenoer Heating Q ompany
The population of territory is the "basis for
determining the quota.
Hosiery
"
True Shape Hosiery Q ompany
Based on the year' s mill production and
distribution among the states by population,
income, crops, number of wage earners »and weather
conditions.
Hotel and Restaurant Supplies
" George H, Bowman Q ompany
Salesmen submit their own quotas.
Ice Oream
" General Ice Cream Company
Consultation of the salesmen plus a reasonable
yearly gross increase for the organization.
Laundry Supplies
" Gov/les-De tergent Company
Amount of cleaners used in laundries operating
two washers

Leather Goodg
tiReed-Oook
,
Incorporated
Quotas are determined by the indivHual
salesmen.
"Graton & ICnight Company
Based on salesman's estimates of oompetition
and sales '.^ich provides an idea of total potential
business.
Life Insuranoe
"Aoacia Mutual Life Insurance Company
Based on Islasonio population of the territory
where the agent resides,
"H, E. Mutual Life Insurance Company
Based on sales over the past three years,
expected sales. a.nd the knov/ledge of the salevsmen.
'
'Pro tec t ion Life Insurance Company
Individual salesmen, past performance»and a
reasonable percentage of increase.
"Mass. Mutual Life Insurance Company
Minimum quota is $3000 per week v/ith a
minimum increase of 10 per cent per year.
Life Insurance Supplies
"The Diamond Life Bulletin
Monthly quota based on average production over
a two year period.

Lighting: 3qalpment
"Mol-Brid^e^s Pompany
Based on past year's performance, g:eneral
business conditions, chana-es inline, chancres
In prices that affect the line, and weather conditions
Lamber
"Chica2£ Mill & Lamber Gompany
Based on past performance, production of the
territory, general business conditions, and the
territory location in relation to plant locality.
Mailing Bgaipment
"The Postaf^e Meter Company
Based on postal receipts and a survey of the
.
office appliance industry.
Motors
"Howell Blectric Motor Oompany
Based on the number of motors installed in a
territory, individual activity, past sales, and
advertising effort.

Office Appliances
" Addreasograph Company
Based on dollars and cents volume.
" Manifold Company
Based on a magazine and merchandising survey.
" Monroe Calculating Machine Company
Based on previous sales vtfork, competition, and
local business influences.
"
"^o*^^ t^'roteotograph Company
Based on population statistics.
Office Supplies
" ^loT^6 - '^e rnioke Company
A certain amount of sales for each salesman.
Oil Burners
" International Burners Corporati on
^iuotas are set by the individual salesmen.
Oil and Gas
" ^e^Q^^l Petroleum Company
Based on the unit sales for the past three - ea
actual sales, local conditions, latest population
figures* and motor car registration.
" Pure Oil Company
Based on number of oars registered in the
district.

Paokers
Monthly quotas plus a 10 per oent increase.
" £• ^-Q^^ll^ii Qompany
Three years previous sales by items and by
weeks.
" Rochester Packing C ompany
Total sales are used.
Paints
" I^^^^iP Qompany Inc.
Previous sales experience used.
" £• ji* Heinhardt Company Inc .
Record of past year pHr s j. reasonable increase
each year.
" Lo.ve Bros
.
A fair increase estimated on past sales divided
amon^ the various branches according to the number
of salesmen.
" ^Q-^heg ^ MoGinnity Company
Estimate by salesmen and territorial conditions
Paper
Butler Paper Corporation
Correlates the company estimate of business
desired with division manager's estimate of potent ia
increase from individual's figures.

Paper Ilovelties
" PQiiJ^isoj^ Mffe; . Company
Based on past performance,
Pens and r enoils
"
V/ahl Pencil Company
Pive main elements are used.
"
-^'^r^Q^ -^en Company
Based on ciroulation of the Saturday Evening
Post.
Pepsin Syrup
" Pepsin .Zyrup C ompany
Salesmen set their own quotas.
Petroleum Products
" Inter- £_tate Oil Company
A. percentage of increase over last year's
sa le 3 •
Plumbers Supplies
" Qhio Plujnbers Supply Company
Based on sales for corresponding months of
previous years.
Printing and Lithographing
"
^Q-^^ lithographing Company
Based on past sales records.

Radio
"American Bosoh Magne to Corporation
Based on inoome tax returns and the number of
white families.
Rubber Goods
"IJ. Rubber Company
Based on population, per capita consumption,
sales experience* and future business.
Real Estate
"
-•^^cLrev/s Land Company
Their monthly quota is based on the salesmen's
abilit-
.
character, amount of any particular sale
and the consideration of the salesmen's previous
selling record.
Re frigerat ors
" 5* ^ £• frigerati on Company Inc .
TTse of Curtis publication statistics.
Ro^d Materials
" Independent Coal Tar Company
Past sales experience and a 25 per cent increa
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" Simonds Saw & Steel C ompany
Uses statistics furnished by the Rand-V/hite
Sys tern.
Scales
" ^'o1Q<^o -Q^-le Company
Based on population, hu.ving pOvver» number of
autos, value of manufactured products, percentage
of foreign born, number of retail stores, x^ast
sales recorde»and competitive conditions.
Scissors
" J. Wiss & Sons Company
Based on past sales results.
School (Music )
" Sher'/i/ood Music 1 School
Minimum monthly (quotas depending upon the
ability of the salesman and len^-fh of hi3 service with
the company.
Sewing Machines
"jVhite Sewing Machine Company
Population in home territories and fixed
expense necessary.
Shipping and Packing Supplie s
"
y/urzburg Bros
.
Based on the salesmen's ability, his time of
employment, and a reasonable percenta^^e of the
potentialities of the market.

Shoes
"Aalt - ./illlams Shoe Oompp.ny
Previous sales and a percentar^ie of increase.
" Jarmon Shoe Oompany
Previous sales plus adjustments for .-general
and local business conditions.
Soap.
" Ool^i;ate - :^almolive - ?eet Oompany
Based on previous years sales.
Soup
" Oampbell Sales Oompany
The quota for each sales district is based on
future sales.
Stationery
"
'.7hitin.>T and Cook , Inc .
Based on population, wealth, sales of last year,
experience of the salesmen, and the degree of
development in the territory.
Stores
" Champion Store Oompan:;-
Based on salesmen's salary and expenses.

Sheet Metal Prod uc ts
"The Berger Mfv^
.
Oompany
Based on population figures, produGt,.ind territory
possibilities
,
S-feeel Products
"David Lupton Sons Company
Past perfcrmance and building fGrec2.st3. Use
of Dodge statistios.
Tables
" Meisman Bros . Brands Company
Past sales plus a E5 per oent increase.
Toys
" Gould Mfg
. Qpmpan.y
Based on population.
Trimmings
The Farrow Pabric G omp ciny
Use of a daily bulletin.
T.vpewriters
" Underwood TjTpe writer C ompa.ny
Based on an average of past sales of a period
of years modified by local conditions.

"Sloan Valve Company
Use of previous business statistics,
Yooational
'5' Sheldon ^ Company
Based on a manufacturing budget,
Vfashing LiaQh ines
" Mead ows Mfg
.
Company
«iuota is based on the population,
"
^^Q-yt^8 Sales Corporation
Use of population statistics.
Wire Rope
"
I>Iao"v7hyte 0 ompany
Based on past sales.
Wholesale Grocers
"Hicks Company
Based on a selected list of items.

'.Yholesale Dm,? ^Ists
" !Farrand
.
."i ill lams and Clarke
Use of an obligation and accoraplishnent plan fo
each salesman.
v/oodwork
" Partis Bros
.
and Company
Based on selling experience in each territory
plas the sales resistance.
Yeast Products
"The I^eishman Company
Based on per cat)ita consuirption of yeast in the
territory. A fair oercenta-^'e of increase is added
as a future se.les objective."
i
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